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Summary

Over the past five decades we have seen numer-

ous iterations of suture repair methods for ten-

don. The pursuit of the ultimate repair has led to

many repair methods being described. This com-

prehensive compilation of the suture repair tech-

niques will describe the factors that affect repair

success, including repair strength, gapping resis-

tance, glide and rehabilitation. Different ap-

proaches to rejoining severed tendons will be cri-

tiqued on their biomechanical ability to improve

tendon repair strength, maintaining glide, reduc-

ing tendon damage, and minimising adhesion for-

mation. It is important to highlight how the suture

repairs have evolved and improved but also re-

view how they may contribute to their own trau-

ma. The apparent paradox between providing me-

chanical strength and minimising adhesions re-

quire refinements in the field to improve on func-

tional outcomes. 

KEY WORDS: adhesion, glide, repair, strength, su-

ture, tendon.

Introduction

Over 30,000 people suffer tendon injury in the UK per

annum and over two thirds of these are hand tendon in-

juries1. Hand tendon lacerations are notoriously difficult

to treat with over 25% of patients achieving an unsatis-

factory clinical outcome as assessed by the clinician,

and 7.7% of repairs re-rupture, requiring further

surgery2. Tendons are commonly repaired using suture,

and many different suture configurations have been de-

scribed for tendon repair. Despite many in vivo clinical

studies and ex vivo tensile tests comparing different su-

ture techniques, a variety of different repair methods are

employed in the clinical setting, indicating that there is

currently no unified technique for tendon repair.

The techniques which have dominated tendon repair

to date have been compiled in this review to evaluate

the merits of the various repair techniques. We con-

sider historical controversies and issues facing the

present day clinician, and review current trends and

future directions for tendon repair methods that will

hopefully improve on current repair design.

History: primary repair

In 1918, Bunnell described his experiences in attempt-

ing primary repair of severed flexor tendons in Zone II

of the finger. Adhesions formed as the repair healed,

resulting in total loss of movement in the digit. Primary

repair was deemed unsuitable which led to recommen-

dations to graft, principally to regain finger function3.

The trend for autograft repair for Zone II tendon lacer-

ations changed in the 1960’s after Verdan reported

comparable results from primary repair, in cases with

minimal damage to the tendon ends4. Stainless steel

transfixion pins immobilised the tendon for three

weeks and function was regained by passive mobili-

sation4. Primary tendon repair using suture became,

and remains, the method of choice for repair of Zone

II severed tendons5.

History: tendon mobilisation

In contrast with the widely accepted protocol of an ini-

tial rest period advised by Bunnell3, Lister et al. re-

ported the use of early passive mobilisation to induce

relative motion between the tendon and sheath and

ultimately reduce restrictive adhesions6. Clinical out-

come was encouraging and the technique was widely

adopted. The place and hold technique was intro-

duced in 1993, involving passive flexion, followed by

the patient actively maintaining finger position which

provided improved clinical outcome compared with

passive mobilisation. Further to the success of early

passive mobilisation, methods of early active mobili-

sation were developed whereby the finger is actively

flexed and extended. Clinical studies investigating

early active mobilisation reported superior range of
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motion at 6 postoperative months compared with pas-

sive mobilisation7.

Early active mobilised tendons exhibited improved

strength throughout healing, and reduced adhesion

formation compared with immobilised tendons in a ca-

nine flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) in vivo study8.

The proposed mechanism of this is that physiological

forces promote gene expression of type 1 collagen

formation during healing and that tension causes the

collagen to be deposited and aligned in a parallel

fashion9. This is supported by further studies reporting

improved strength and gapping resistance8 and re-

duced adhesion formation10. Up-regulation in inflam-

matory gene expression was observed in unloaded

compared with mobilised healing in rat Achilles ten-

don11. Inflammatory gene expression due to immobili-

sation may cause the mechanical integrity of tendon

tissue to deteriorate12, which agrees with studies

showing greater strength in early mobilised tendons8. 

Although it is agreed that early active mobilisation re-

duces adhesions, few other modalities appear to impact

adhesion formation for clinical benefit. There remains a

perception that the severity of adhesions is governed by

the relative contribution between neovascularisation via

surrounding tissue or via the cut ends of the tendon,

termed extrinsic and intrinsic healing respectively13.

Observations in a murine model demonstrated that

intrasynovial tendon healing cannot be considered in

isolation since surrounding tissues also sustain dam-

age. Adhesions occur due to cell migration and prolif-

eration out of the damaged tendons, and the sur-

rounding tissues across a soluble gradient14. Tendon

healing therefore does not suffer from early active

mobilisation since the direction of collagen deposition

is realigned in the direction of collagen fibres. This in-

creases the repair strength instead of producing ad-

hesions, provided the gap between the repair is not

too large. 

Tendon suturing techniques

There are a number of factors that have been shown

to affect the outcomes of tendon repair. The repair

strength is the most important factor as the main

function of the tendon is to transmit force, hence a re-

pair must withstand the high forces applied by early

active mobilisation15. This has led to an abundance of

different suturing techniques described in the litera-

ture, with most focusing on improving repair strength,

each fostering further iterations of the more success-

ful techniques (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Some of the joining techniques described in literature. Light Grey = Tendon. White = Suture internal of tendon.

Black = suture external of tendon. Dark Grey = Suture external of tendon, dorsally placed (Only shown on figures f and k). * =

placement of knot (only shown on figures b, c and m to r). Double strand suture used in repairs m to r. Adapted from8, 16-20. a.

Bunnell; 2 strand, non-grasping anchor. b. Grasping Kessler; 2 strands, grasping anchor. c. Tajima; 2 strands, grasping an-

chor. d. Modified locking Kessler (aka. Pennington); 2 strand, locking anchor. e. Four strand double modified Kessler; 4

strands, locking anchor. f. Modified Pennington; 2 strand, locking anchor. g. Becker; Interrupted stitch joining oblique tendon

ends. h. Grasping Cruciate; 4 strand, grasping anchor. i. Locking Cruciate; 4 strand, locking anchor. j. Savage; 6 strand, x-

stitch anchor. k. Locking Lee; 2 strand, locking anchor with large purchase. l. Tsuge; 2 strand, anchor buried within tendon.

m. Four strand Kessler repair. n. Four strand Kessler repair with knots on opposing sides. o. Four strand cross-lock repair. p.

Tang. q. U-shaped four strand repair r. Six strand M-tang.
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Another factor is prevention of gapping in order to

permit healing. Gelberman et al. demonstrated in vivo

that 3mm is the maximum permissible gap to allow

tendon healing21 and gaps larger than this not only

increased rupture rates but also impaired range of

motion. It appears that the gap is sufficient to allow

migration of tendon fibroblasts into the surrounding

tissues during healing which ultimately impacts on

glide22 and repair strength23. The other factors lie

with respecting the biology of tendon. In the interest

of reducing adhesions, Bunnell's philosophy of mini-

mal handling, and care to avoid vascular interference

must also be observed24. Paradoxically this means

current mulistrand repair techniques which are

stronger and gap resistant, are detrimental to glide

and cause increased tissue trauma. 

Studies comparing the relative merits of several tech-

niques have been well documented (Tab. 1). However,

due to a lack of consistency in the methods of investi-

gation, these studies are not easily comparable. A com-

promise must be made between the level of complexity

of a repair and the strength it provides (Fig. 2).

Number of core sutures and anchor points

In 1985 Savage described a technique using six core

sutures sharing the load over six anchor site and

these compelling ex vivo results initiated the trend for

multistrand repairs. During ex vivo tensile testing us-

ing porcine samples, the Savage technique withstood

6.85kg ±1.346 (67.13N) which was significantly

stronger than the next strongest technique, Bunnell,

which failed at 2.3kg (22.54N)25. Increased core su-

tures and anchor points significantly improves

strength and gapping resistance29. This has led to a

culture of multistrand tendon repairs which are un-

doubtedly stronger but add to operative time and tis-

sue trauma which may have implications to the ten-

don healing biology. 

Maintaining glide between the tendon and sheath is

also of great importance when considering an ideal

tendon repair. Undamaged human tendons required

0.021N to 0.31N force to permit movement in a ca-

daver hand study30. The force required for movement

is significantly greater in a repaired tendon due to

oedema, damage to the gliding surfaces, and pres-

ence of the repair itself23. In general, more core su-

tures adversely affect glide, as do externally placed

anchor points, or externally placed knots31. Gliding

resistance of two strand repairs performed on cadav-

er hand tendons ranged from 0.79N (±0.16) to 1.06N

(±0.17)27. In a canine ex vivo study, whilst undam-

aged tendons presented 0.09N gliding resistance,

that of repaired tendons ranged from 0.33N (±0.02)

for a running circumferential suture to 0.86N (±0.24)

for a 4 strand modified Savage and 0.86N (±0.32) for

the Becker stitch31.

Repairs which possess more anchor points and su-

ture strands are often more complex to perform and

require more time, handling and skill to ensure re-

peatability32. These factors may deter the clinician

from using such repair techniques, particularly when

you consider approximately 25% of patients sustain

multiple flexor tendon injuries2. Methods to reduce

handling, tendon puncture and have the benefits of

multistrand repair have been offered by using double

strand sutures, inciting the development of new repair

techniques (Fig. 1 m-r) (34). 

Non-grasping, grasping and locking

Suture anchoring has a significant impact on the

strength of the repair27. Tendon’s high tensile

strength is attributed to its hierarchical arrangement

of long parallel collagen fibres encased in a tough

smooth layer, known as the epitenon30. This is a bio-

logically active layer that provides purchase strength

but also prevents cells migrating out of the tendon33.

Repairs which possess greater failure strength better

exploit the aligned structure of the tendon and the

high strength of the fibres and epitenon. 

The strength of a given repair is attributed to how ef-

fectively it transmits axial tension into grip onto the

tendon fibre bundles. Initial methods employed a non-

grasping anchor aligned perpendicular to the fibre

bundles, looped around a small portion of the

epitenon (Fig. 3-a) such as the Bunnell technique.

Upon failure the suture cuts between the fibres, thus

the strength of the fibres is not exploited. The grasp-

ing method of anchoring, used in the grasping

Kessler and Tajima techniques, has a suture loop

around the epitenon and fibres. The loop tightens as

the load is increased, which pinches onto the fibres

(Fig. 3-b). The locking anchor improves on this

method by creating a closed loop (Fig. 3-c) as em-

ployed in the locking Kessler and Locking Lee su-

tures. The loop acts like a noose and tightens around

the enclosed portion of fibres, thus resulting in a

much more effective anchor17.

The locking Kessler withstood 38.7N ±5.1 demon-

strating superior strength when compared with the

grasping Kessler which withstood 33.7N ±4.7 during

an ex vivo cadaver FDP study by Tanaka et al. The

anchor method had no effect on gliding if the amount

of external suture is equal in the two given anchor

methods27. The modified Pennington suture was de-

signed to improve ease and reliability of producing a

locking loop by having part of the core suture pass

external of the tendon (Fig. 3-d)18. Whilst this im-

proves repair reproducibility, it increases trauma and

external sutures which may encourage adhesions

and inhibit glide.

It has also been observed that one key factor for aug-

menting tendon repair strength is the distance of the

anchors away from the repair site. Studies have

shown that a larger purchase through the tendon

greatly increases repair strength on the basis that

damaged tendon ends and the zone of trauma is like-

ly to soften over subsequent days34.

Ultimately, despite the increased strength attainable

by improved anchor methods, the main determinant
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Table 1. Ex vivo studies of suturing techniques under axial tensile load. 
 

Name Suture Epitenon suture  Test Tissue Force at 
fail (N) 

load to 
2mm gap 

(N) 
Reference 

Bunnell 4-0 Ethibond none pig 22.563 15.696 Savage, 1985 25 
       

Grasping 4-0 Ethibond none pig 19.62 3.924 Savage, 1985 25  
Kessler       

 4-0 Dracon none human 
cadaver 22.09212  Lee, 1990 19 

       
 4-0 nylon 

nonabsorbable 
6-0 nylon running Human 

cadaver finger 
23.8  Noguchi et al., 1993 26 

  (SEM1.6)   
 4-0 nylon 

nonabsorbable 
6-0 nylon running Canine flexor 

digitorum 
26  Noguchi et al., 1993 26 

  (SEM2.4)   
 4-0 looped 

(supramid) 
6-0 nylon (ethicon) 

running suture 
human 

cadaver finger 
33.7 30.3 Tanaka et al., 2004 27 

 (SD4.7) (SD8.6)  

 
4-0 Ethibond 6-0 Ethilon 

circumferential 
locking suture 

human 
cadaver 31  Barrie et al., 2001 28 

  (SD7)   

Tajima 4-0 nylon 
nonabsorbable 

6-0 nylon running human 
cadaver finger 

30.5  Noguchi et al., 1993 26 
  (SEM1.9)   

Modified 
Kessler 

4-0 
polypropylene 
monofilament 
core suture 

none sheep 34.44 22.56 Dogramaci et al., 2008 29 

Locking   (SD2.33) (SD3.44)  

AKA 
Pennington 4-0 Ethibond 6-0 Ethilon 

circumferential 
locking suture 

human 
cadaver 32  Barrie et al., 2001 28 

   (SD9)   
 4-0 looped 

(supramid) 
6-0 nylon (ethicon) 

running suture 
human 

cadaver finger 
38.7 32.5 Tanaka et al., 2004 27 

 (SD5.1) (SD5.3)  
Four-
strand 
double-
modified 
Kessler 

4-0 
polypropylene 
monofilament 
core suture 

none sheep 53.38 30.85 Dogramaci et al., 2008 29 

  (SD8.09) (SD1.90)  

Modified 4-0 looped 
(supramid) 

6-0 nylon (ethicon) 
running suture 

human 
cadaver finger 

48 40.5 Tanaka et al., 2004 27 

Pennington (SD3.9) (SD5.5)  

Becker 6-0 Prolene none pig 12.753 

no gap 
up to 

!12.753, 
then 

failure 

Savage, 1985 25 

Grasping 4-0 Ethibond 6-0 Ethilon 
circumferential 
locking suture 

human 
cadaver 46  Barrie et al., 2001 28 

Cruciate   (SD12)   

Locking 4-0 Ethibond 6-0 Ethilon 
circumferential 
locking suture 

human 
cadaver 49  Barrie et al., 2001 28 

Cruciate   (SD13)   

Savage 4-0 Ethibond none pig 67.1985 44.145 Savage, 1985 25 
       

Locking 
Lee 4-0 Dracon none human 

cadaver 43.164  Lee, 1990 19 
       
 4-0 polyester 

fiber suture 
6-0 nylon running human 

cadaver finger 
37.6  Noguchi et al., 1993 26 

  (SEM1.5)   
 4-0 looped 

(supramid) 
6-0 nylon (ethicon) 

running suture 
human 

cadaver finger 
41 37.4 Tanaka et al., 2004 27 

 (SD3.5) (SD9)  
Tsuge 4-0 polyester 

fiber suture 
6-0 nylon running human 

cadaver finger 
27.3  Noguchi et al., 1993 26 

  (SEM1.4)   
SD = Standard deviation. SEM = Standard error. 

Table 1. Ex vivo studies of suturing techniques under axial tensile load.
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remains the strength of the core sutures. However,

present suture techniques have a limit to how much

load can be transmitted across the limited cross sec-

tional area of the sutures. There remains scope for

improvements in axial strength and anchoring

strength by altering repair design. 

Internal vs external

An abundance of external suture increases gliding re-

sistance, as demonstrated by Angeles et al. who

evaluated the relative merits of six different suturing

techniques using cadaver hands35. Suture knot loca-

tion also affects glide. The Tajima repair, whose knot

is internal, exhibits significantly lower gliding resis-

tance than Kessler which is identical except for an

externally placed knot26. The contrary argument is

that knot placement between the cuts should be

avoided as this reduces the tendon end contact sur-

face area that is involved in healing24.

Typically, repairs with greater strength tend to pose

greater gliding resistance, with the exception of the

Tsuge repair which has little externalised suture. A

modification of the Tsuge repair withstood 60.3N

±15.3 during ex vivo tensile testing of cadaver FDP

Figure 2. General relationship between different suturing

techniques and strength, gapping resistance, complexity,

handling and gliding resistance.

Figure 3. Four different su-

ture anchoring methods.

The portion of tendon fi-

bres that the suture an-

chors around is shown in

dark grey. The tendon out-

line is shown as a dashed

in the cross sectional

views. Dark grey repre-

sents suture which passes

outside the tendon on the

dorsal side. a. Non-grasp-

ing b. Grasping. c. Locking

(aka. Pennington Lock) d.

Modified Pennington Lock 
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tendons, and posed the least resistance to glide of the

six repairs tested35. However, internal suture place-

ment is controversial as healing may be impaired by

vascular interference and trauma to the tissue24.

In recent years, novel repair techniques have

emerged using both entirely internal and entirely ex-

ternally placed material. Dorsal and internal place-

ment of a dacron splint was considered, which with-

stood 8.10kg (79 N) and 8.46 kg (83 N) respectively

in a human cadaver flexor tendon study. The entirely

external dorsal splint repair provided superior gap-

ping resistance over traditional suture repairs36, how-

ever, this technique has not received widespread

use. Greater interest was received by the Teno Fix

device, which is a stainless steel repair, fully embed-

ded within the tendon. During clinical evaluation,

none of the 34 Teno Fix repairs ruptured during ac-

tive mobilisation2. However, the device is relatively

expensive, only suited to tendons of adequate size,

where adequate surgical exposure is possible2, and

where there is minimal damage to the tissue37. The

lack of uptake of these two widely different approach-

es for tendon repair demonstrates that the hand com-

munity remain uncomfortable with using devices to

repair tendon. 

Peripheral circumferential suture

The use of a peripheral circumferential suture in addi-

tion to a core suture was recommended by Mason

and Shearon to ensure the ends meet laterally24. Cir-

cumferential sutures are now commonplace in the re-

pair of tendon and have been shown to enhance both

mechanical strength and gapping resistance38.

Many circumferential sutures have been defined in

the literature. Six circumferential suture techniques

were comprehensively tested by Kubota et al., which

were, in ascending order of strength; Simple locking,

Simple, Lembert, Halstead, Cross-stitch and Lin-lock-

ing39. In general, gapping resistance and tensile

strength increases with increasing number of suture

strands across the join39. However, as we have previ-

ously encountered, a complex repair is less desirable

during surgery32. Furthermore, the strongest tech-

nique, 18 strand Lin Locking, possessed almost twice

the strength of the next strongest, however, it also

presented a 33.5% ± 10.1 to 36.8% ± 13.6 increased

gliding resistance compared with healthy tendon, sig-

nificantly greater than all other methods39.

Whilst the use of circumferential suture is now com-

monplace, the method of choice is not standardised,

owing to the compromise between strength and gap-

ping resistance against glide and complexity. 

Complications of tendon repair

The main complications following tendon repair are

rupture and adhesion formation. Unfortunately, two of

the major factors over which we have control in our

management, strength of repair and mobilization, are

at odds with each other with regards to risk of rupture

and adhesion formation. Those that contribute to rup-

ture discourage adhesion formation and vice versa. 

Early mobilization is paramount in order to obtain

good functional glide however if the strength of repair

is not adequate the risk of rupture is increased. With-

out mobilization rupture is less likely but adhesions

are more likely to form. Hence focus on tendon repair

is on having a high repair strength in order to survive

early active mobilization and avoid both rupture and

adhesion formation.

Currently our only way of increasing the strength of a

repair is by putting in more suture material both in the

core and circumferentially. It has been demonstrated

that more strands of suture and greater caliber of su-

ture both increase the strength of the repair and

hence mitigate against rupture40. However it has also

been shown that more suture material on the outside

of the tendon encourages adhesion formation31 and

that suture material encourages inflammation, which

has also been implicated in the formation of adhe-

sions, albeit in the context in infection. The authors

have also used an experimental model to show that a

single suture and immobilization of tendon encourage

adhesion formation (Fig. 4). While more suture mater-

ial inside the tendon (core suture) has been demon-

strated to increase bulk, biomechanical and histologi-

cal investigation has not shown it to have an effect on

gliding or adhesion formation, using 2 vs 6 strand in

vitro41 and 2 vs 4 strand in vivo42, 43 models.

Other contributors to failure are suture pull out and

gap formation. Various locking and grasping loop

configurations have been described but have not

been convincingly demonstrated to confer any advan-

tage in terms of pull out or gapping44.

In essence, the challenge we face is that more exten-

sively sutured, less mobile repairs are less likely to

rupture, while repairs with less suture material that

are mobilized are less likely to form adhesions. 

Figure 4. A single suture in an immobilized mouse digital

flexor tendon, showing the resultant adhesion. Scale bar

200 microns.
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The mechanism of suture induced tendon
damage

The ultrastructure of tendon is highly organized with

tenocytes constantly producing and arranging colla-

gen in a regular pattern and interacting with one an-

other through cytokine and growth factor signaling but

also through gap junctions, primarily connexins 32

and 4345, in differing ways throughout the tendon46.

For this reason the cellular organization in tendon is

as important as the organization of extracellular ma-

trix components. Mechanotransduction through this

system results in increased collagen synthesis and

arrangement of collagen fibrils along axes of strain

and is necessary for remodeling after injury47, 48.

It has been shown that the process of suturing tendon

causes cell death directly49. A single suture animal

model has revealed the formation of an acellular zone

that forms around suture within 72 hours and persists

for at least 1 year. This acellular zone forms as a re-

sult of tension placed across suture grasp. The effect

is lessened without this tension. 

Wong et al. reported acellular regions within the ten-

don when internal suture is present and tension is ap-

plied during a study of the cell response to a grasping

suture in a murine model. Healing was not observed

in acellular zones, and prolonged inflammation oc-

curred at the sites of placed suture, which potentially

stimulates adhesion formation50. Similar work com-

paring different suturing techniques would be of inter-

est to consider whether inflammation and the acellu-

lar region are more severe in specific repair methods.

The clinical relevance of these findings is that cell

death, inflammation and extracellular matrix break-

down are occurring most dramatically at the areas of

highest stress in repairs, i.e around the locking and

grasping throws, which could potentially explain the

pathophysiology of many cases of rupture and adhe-

sion formation.

Discussion

Divided tendons are sutured to re-approximate the

tendon ends and permit healing. Successful tendon

repair provides sufficient strength, permits glide and

results in minimal adhesions. Recent focus has been

to increase repair strength in response to more rigor-

ous rehabilitation techniques. Tensile testing and clin-

ical studies have sought to compare different suturing

techniques, often focussing on strength, gapping re-

sistance, glide and resultant mobility. 

Primary repair has been widely used to reunite sev-

ered tendons since the 1960’s and in recent years

early active mobilisation has been accepted as the

ideal rehabilitation method. However, disagreement

remains regarding suture technique and specific re-

habilitation exercises. Traditional tendon sutures em-

ployed two core strands bridging the gap between the

tendon ends. Increasing the number of core sutures

and anchor points increases strength and permits

more rigorous rehabilitation without risk of rupture,

which potentially benefits adhesion reduction. Howev-

er, it also adds bulk to the repair site which increases

gliding resistance. Improving the anchor method in-

creases strength without detriment to glide, however,

if the repair only possesses two core sutures the ulti-

mate repair strength will remain limited. Entirely inter-

nal repairs possess lower gliding resistance, but

there are concerns over acellularity and ischemia with

internal suture placement.

Addition of a peripheral circumferential suture is now

commonplace to ensure the tendon ends meet laterally

and to provide additional strength and gapping resis-

tance. Like the core suture, there are many different

peripheral suture techniques, and those which provide

greater strength also pose greater resistance to glide. 

Techniques to improve one aspect of a repair often

pose detriment to other requirements and a compro-

mise must be sought. It is arguable that disagreement

regarding best practice techniques paves the way for

innovation and improvements, however, in this cir-

cumstance the wealth of conflicting information and

diverse array of repair techniques may incite confu-

sion. A resolution to current paradoxes of tendon re-

pair may enable improved clinical outcome and a

common consensus on a best practice repair tech-

nique.
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